For information on your CS alumni account:
https://csl.cs.wisc.edu/policies/accounts/alumni-accounts

You can keep in touch via Facebook pages for
CS department: https://www.facebook.com/WisconsinCS
CS Alumni Club: https://www.facebook.com/groups/siliconvalley.alumni.cs.wisc.edu/
(or search "UW CS Alumni Club")
You can join LinkedIn CS Alumni Group

Computer Sciences Master's of Science

May 8, 2021
Congratulations M.S. Graduates!

Syed Suleman Ahmad
Alexander Anderson
Vanshika Baoni
Apurbaa Bhattacharjee
Eric Brandt
Xi Chen
Chien-Ming Chen
Hemant Chinchore
Hau Man Chu
Rami Dahman
Mehmet Demirel
Anupraas Gautam
Yang Guo
Parul Gupta
Akhil Guliani*
Curt Henrichs
Hao-Lun Hsu
Tao Ji
Bastin Joseph
Amos Kendall
Rishabh Khandelwal
Daniel Kiel
Jinwoo Kim
Rogers Jeffrey Leo John
Owen Levin
Kexin Li
Zhonggang Li
Jiaxin Lin
Ziyang Liu
Rocil Machado
Kyle May
Elena Milkai
Adarsh Mittal
Siddharth Mohan
Shanmathi Natarajan
Michael Newby
Zijian Ni
Glenn Palmer
Nils Palumbo
Jong Ho Park
Mark Powers
Arijit Pramanik
Margaret Provencher
Tomas Reitz
Askar Safipour Afshar
Nisarg Shah
Vedang Sharma
Kunsong Shi
Shri Shruthi Shridhar
Jonathan Smith
Hanna Strohm
Chetna Sureka
Ashwin Keshav Tayade
Niharika Tomar*
Ruihan Tong
Kaiwei Tu
Nithin Venkatesh
Wei Wang
Xin Wang
Zhicheng Wu
Xinyi Yu
Trevor Zachman-Brockmeyer
Mengxiao Zhang
Weiyu Zhang
Aaron Whitaker
Sulong Zhou
Abhirav Ganesh Gholba
Suryadev Sahadevan Rajesh
Srilakshmi Manjunath Bharadwaj

*Summer 2021 Graduate